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The Mobile Wallet Wars
A TALE OF TWO MODELS
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FORWARD
“With mass investment in technology and various competing mobile wallet models, 2016 will likely go down as
the year we begin to have clarity on what makes the most sense. Starbucks has achieved mass adoption with
their single merchant model while other consolidated payment strategies have struggled to gain a foothold.
The mobile wallet space is clearly heating up and I’m most interested in seeing how community financial
institutions successfully enter and stay relevant with this form of payment.”
Scott Mills | Editor, Bankers as Buyers

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Business centric mobile wallets are coming. This study examines the mobile wallet landscape and attempts to widen the
story of the mobile wallet to include apps launched by businesses.
This brief will highlight the following areas:

– The basic mobile wallet models and historical context. The good news is, as an industry we have been
here before and our experience will help guide us with mobile wallets.
– High level trends impacting businesses are discussed to better understand the current opportunities
in the mobile wallet arena.
– A solution is discussed to address the challenges with a mobile wallet and how this will drive a significant change
in how businesses process payments and leverage the mobile channel.
– Community financial institutions are in the best position to leverage this emerging opportunity. The advantages
shared by community banks and credit unions are reviewed and a case made for why these local players will
dominate this new business-first mobile wallet strategy.

INTRODUCTION
It was the best idea and the worst idea; it was an age ready for mobile-wallet wisdom, it was an age foolish enough
to think it could pull it off. It was an epoch of belief in mobile wallets; it was an epoch of incredulity in the failures that
surrounded us. It was a season of light (the flashlight on an iPhone is quite powerful), it was a season of darkness
(but, my battery runs out in minutes). It was the Spring of hope that someday we would pay with our phones; it was
the Winter of despair that still, most of us had an old iPhone that didn’t support Apple Pay.
We had everything before us, surely we can figure this out, but we had nothing before us except the most fragmented
payments market in the world. We were all going directly to Heaven, where even T-Mobile gets a good signal; we were
all going direct the other way, whatever it takes to get merchants to let use our phones to pay.

“Paying all merchants from a single mobile wallet is a pipe dream today. Solving a
single business’ payment issues is already happening all around us. ”
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The mobile wallet wars of 2016 may lack some of the literary drama of Dickens and his classic “A Tale of Two Cities,”
but nonetheless, it is a story filled with heroes and goats. The two players in the mobile wallet game? Those that want
to pay everyone, and those that want to solve a single business payment challenge. Put simply, in this tale of two mobile
wallet models, businesses are gaining the greatest traction. Think Starbucks, not Apple Pay. And if you don’t
think of the Starbucks app as a mobile wallet, you need to broaden your definition. Paying all merchants from a single
mobile wallet is a pipe dream today. Solving a single business’ payment issues is already happening all around us.What’s
From well-publicized examples such as Starbucks, to much smaller businesses who don’t get press, businesses
everywhere are out there publishing mobile wallet apps. They are changing the landscape of the mobile wallet.
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The driver. Getting paid faster. And getting paid cheaper. The best way to accomplish this in today’s world? Put a mobile
app in the hands of the business’ customer. Push the “receivables-challenge” faced by the industry for years all the way
out to the actual person who pays, in a way that is more intimate and personal than ever before. Electronic payments
are not new; what is new is integrating invoicing, receipts, payments and collections into a single solution all centered
around the small business publishing an app for its customers. The best way to get paid faster is to publish an app
and drive your customers to this cheaper and more efficient channel.
Community banks and credit unions will enable this trend. They are in the best position to empower local businesses
with a mobile wallet. Banks and credit unions already offer various services to help businesses collect payments from their
customers. It is natural for a bank to further help the business by tackling the question of how to publish a mobile wallet
that is payment-centric, one which helps them get paid faster and cheaper. The banks and credit unions already maintain

“Electronic payments are not new; what is new is integrating invoicing, receipts,
payments and collections into a single solution all centered around the small business
publishing an app for its customers.”
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“The best way to get paid faster is to publish an app and drive your customers to this
cheaper and more efficient channel.”

a large network of customers within the local business community, both on the lending and deposit side. These are the
very businesses that can benefit from publishing an app and giving their customers a payments-centric mobile wallet.
Solution. A mobile wallet, for small businesses powered by a community financial institution.

MOBILE WALLET MODELS
Banks have been in the business of providing payment products for a long, long time. Usually these payment collection
solutions are referred to as the “consolidated payments model.” What does this mean? Cash. Checks. Visa. All models
that allow you to pay everyone. Almost all businesses accept cash. Checks, mostly accepted by everyone. And Visa, if the
business can afford it; even Girl Scouts today increasingly use Square. Consolidated payment mechanisms mean you
can pay any merchant, they become ubiquitous and can be very convenient for those who pay. The alternative?
A single business letting you pay them directly. Think store credit or even store credit card or gift card. Your Macy’s card.
Shell gas card. GM Credit to buy a car. Interestingly, the last time the debate between a consolidation model and a single
merchant model played out, neither won. It was the battle for electronic payments. Today about 50% of payments
are made on a bank or credit union’s website and it’s called bill pay. About half are made on the billers site or what
is called biller direct. From cash to e-payments, we see examples of Consolidation vs Single merchant payment systems.
The verdict is out when it comes to mobile wallet. Will the consolidation model win i.e. Google Pay, Samsung Pay and
Apple Pay? Or, will single merchant mobile wallets prevail, giving the likes of Starbucks and Walmart staying power beyond
being the first to do it with effectiveness? It is a battle between sensibilities and realities.

Payment Models – Consolidator & Single Business
THESE MODELS HAVE COMPETED IN THE PAST

The Verdict is out on Mobile Wallet!
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“Today about 50% of payments are made on a bank or credit union’s website and is
called Bill Pay and about half are made on the billers site or what is called biller direct.”

Sensibility. Why would anyone want fifteen wallets on their SmartPhone, one for each of their favorite businesses?
Having so many apps is counter-intuitive. One wallet to pay everyone seems to make so much more sense. But it does work.
Starbucks is a great example of what happens when a business imperative drives innovation. The business saves money on
receiving payments. Every form of payment processing has a cost for the business. For Starbucks, its customers were using
the most expensive mechanism for payments: cards. Starbucks was spending oodles of potential revenue to process these
transactions. It does not take much strength in intelligence to understand that if just a portion of these payments switched
to a mechanism that costs less to process, it could add up. And so be it. 20% of Starbucks payments now come through its
mobile wallet. It uses a different clearing mechanism, in fact, it is much cheaper for Starbucks to process payments via its
mobile wallet. Starbucks is saving money, lots and lots of money, dropping right to its bottom line. Brilliant. And simple.

Realities. We would all love it if a consolidated mobile wallet were possible today.
It is not. And some big ones, such as Apple Pay, don’t even let you integrate their
solution into mobile banking, which has always been a desire of the banks and credit
unions. Yes, you can integrate Samsung Pay or Google Pay, which have more open
platforms, but both solutions lack critical mass. And turns out, so does Apple Pay. It
has not been a smashing success. It moved the ball for sure. It raised awareness. And
it is novel and fun to use. But the reality is, the infrastructure is not there to support
it. There are not enough people with the right iPhone and not enough businesses
who can accept Apple Pay. It is going to take a few more years before these systemic
problems are solved. Reality.

“20% of Starbuck’s payments now come through its mobile wallet.”
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“As single business mobile wallets pick up steam, it might be too late for the consolidation
model to ever really compete.”

There is also one intangible. For some reason, the “pointy” app experience is what
we like. The Starbucks app works because it solves a very specific problem in a way
that encourages usage. It is by its very nature pointy. A “pay-everyone” app, while
intuitively superior, may be trumped in the end by the singular usefulness of distinct
business mobile wallets. And, regardless of how this ends up, some early entrants
such as Starbucks will almost certainly have an app that provides functionality well
beyond others succeeding at consolidated payments. They have made too much
progress to be completely displaced. This is a significant point, because as single
business mobile wallets pick up steam, it might be too late for the consolidation
model to ever really compete and the decision could be “split” such as it was with
ePayments in the examples stated earlier.

BACKGROUND: TYPES OF BUSINESSES & PAYMENTS
Businesses vary. A lot. How they receive payments also varies. Some need high volume processing, like a convenience
store. Some need to process high values, such as a doctor’s office or software company. All rely on getting paid fast.
And all want to make it easier and cheaper for their customers to pay. The reality is, if the business gets charged for
processing a payment, it will immediately pass this cost on to the consumer. So, the consumer pays to process their
own payment. Ironic.

Background
– Payment
Types
Business Payment
Types

TYPES OF SMALL BUSINESSES BY PAYMENT TYPES

TYPES OF BUSINESSES BY PAYMENT TYPES

High Volume

Low Volume
Volume

Low Value
Value

High Value
Value

– Retailers
– Gas Stations
– Grocery Stores
(high value)

– Plumbers
– HOAs
– Doctors / Lawyers
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“Real estate businesses such as property manager landlords and community managers
for HOAs tend to lean towards checks. People almost always pay rent with a check.
Membership dues to an organization such as HOAs are also often paid with checks.”

Each type of business chooses to collect payments in different ways. High volume low value tends to be card processing.
Gotta get people in and out quickly, and this is worth a convenience fee. Card processing is the most expensive method for
the business to collect money from its customers. Other businesses like checks. Real estate businesses such as property
manager landlords and community managers for HOAs tend to lean toward checks. People almost always pay rent with
a check. Membership dues to an organization such as an HOA are also often paid with checks. Even churches and other
not-for-profits rely heavily on donors who write checks. And, ACH direct debit has found a place too. Just give up your
account number and the business can use ACH; this is the cheapest way usually to process payments.

BUSINESSES & MOBILE APPS
Do businesses have apps in the App Store? Do they have mobile wallets? How are they accepting payments? 70% of
the top 100 retailers in the United States have an app in the App Store. 46% of super-regional retailers have an app
in the App Store, none of which are mobile wallets. And 8% of small businesses have an app, no mobile wallets either.
Functionality varies, but generally these apps are built to inform customers, make offers and increase engagement
and loyalty.

Small Biz Mobile Market Saturation

Small
Mobile
Market
Saturation
TYPES OFBiz
SMALL
BUSINESSES
AND APP
PENETRATION
TYPES OF SMALL BUSINESSES AND APP PENETRATION
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80
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55
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0%
Saturation
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Also interesting to note, within financial services, 69% of banks and credit unions under $15 billion, the ones that can
be classified as small businesses, have an app in the App Store. Considering how small some of those organizations are,
that is an impressive penetration rate for a single industry vertical of small businesses.

Mobile Banking App Count – 2015 vs. 2014
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2014
2014 2014

iPhone app

55%

No
iPhone app

45%

Total: 7692
Total:
Total:7692
7,692
No: 3452
No:
3452
No: 3,452 Yes: 4,240
Yes: 4240
Yes: 4240

2015

2015 2015

No
iPhone app
iPhone app

31%

69%

Total:
7754
Total:Total:
7754 7,754
No: 2414
No:2,414
2414
No:
Yes: 5,340
Yes: 5340
Yes: 5340

Today, standard features for business apps and business mobile wallets include offers for discounts, contact details,
videos and other written content pertaining to the business and loyalty programs. Payments are sometimes included,
much less often as the businesses get smaller.

MOX™App
Pay Biz App
Business
Features
Features
More More
Than Payments
A Complete App
Publishing Toolkit
for Small Business

Pay & Payments

E-Invoicing

In-App Ads

E-Collections

Local Markets

Social Media

Loyalty Program

About Us

Store Locator

Legal Docs

Contact Us

Post Videos

Secure Email
Schedule
Appointments
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“Banking apps are highly customized so the brand of the credit union or bank can come
through and match its general brand guidelines and identity.”

The complexity of the mobile wallet and business applications also varies greatly. The most complex are by far those
created for the banks and credit unions. First, the financial services industry is highly regulated, so a mobile app needs
to ensure the bank or credit union complies with the regulators. Security is paramount, as money is flowing inside the
app. There tends to be a lot of functionality in a mobile banking app, which requires integration to a multitude of different
systems, from bill pay vendors to eStatement vendors. And the banking apps are highly customized so the brand of the
credit union or bank can come through and match its general brand guidelines and identity. This is all very different from
the app for a divorce lawyer in the App Store, which might allow her prospective customers to read legal content and
request an appointment. Or, back to Starbucks, an app primarily focused on payments and checking out quickly when you
buy your coffee, also much less complex than banking.

Business Mobile App Complexity

Small Business Apps are Less Complex

COMPLEXITY OF APPS VARIES FROM SIMPLE TO HIGHLY COMPLEX
COMPLEXITY OF BUSINESS APP PUBLISHING
PLUMBER | DOCTOR | LAWYER

BANK / CREDIT UNION

Interfaces
Interfaces

one
Pay
1-2 MOX™
Interfaces
interface

10-12Interfaces
interface
10-15

Branding
Branding

limited
Basicbasic
Limited
Branding
branding

customized
Customized
Branding
branding

Content
Content

limited content
Limited
Content

Extensive
extensiveContent
content

Security
Security

No
Log-in
no log-in

High-End
high-end Security
industry
compliant
& Compliance

leverages
theor
Bank/CU
App
banks
app
Stone-Alone App

stand-alone
Stand-Alone
App
published app

Publishing
Publishing
Model
Model

The complexity of the app is an important point. Is publishing an app for a small business even feasible from a cost
perspective? A typical bank or credit union spends tens of thousands of dollars to launch and support an app annually.
They have to take this approach to compete because their competitors each have an app. A mobile banking app is highly
complex and expensive to publish relative to other apps in the App Store. For small businesses to publish mobile wallet
apps, efficiencies must be developed so they can launch an app by spending hundreds, not thousands. The complexity
is surely less. And tools already exist focused on helping businesses publish apps. Unfortunately, none of these tools help
businesses publish a mobile wallet that is payment-centric; however, having others focused on helping businesses
publish apps is a good start. The costs are coming down for small businesses, and functionality is increasing. And keep in
mind, larger businesses are following suit. The best example is Walmart.
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“The costs are coming down for small businesses, and functionality is increasing.”

First, they form an industry wide group of merchants to try to create a consolidated mobile wallet (MCX). Then, they
launch Walmart Pay, their own app. If Walmart sees value in the Starbucks model, so will others. Let the stampede of
businesses publishing mobile wallets begin…

GETTING PAID FASTER – THE HEART
OF A BUSINESS APP
Businesses, all businesses, need to get paid. The faster
the better. Cash flow is at the heart of all businesses.
Businesses will do anything to get paid faster. Banks and
credit unions have been servicing this need for some time
with a variety of services to help their business customers
get paid faster. Lockbox, cash vault and courier services
are all examples of services banks offer to help a business
get paid. Interestingly, the Internet self-service tools a
bank or credit union gives to a business tend to be tools
for making payments rather than receiving them.
There is a legacy in Business Internet Banking of focusing
on sending money (the business making a payment)
versus collecting money (the business getting paid
by a customer).
Currently a business usually has more than one tool in its
arsenal for collecting payments. It may create an invoice
in Word, or maybe Quickbooks. It can send it via email,
sometimes hard copy in the mail too. To allow customers
to make a payment, the business uses many forms from
traditional (send me a check) to more advanced (go to

my website, where you can use a card to pay). If people
don’t pay, usually an accounting package or maybe even a
spreadsheet contains these past due amounts. The reality
is, for most businesses, and especially small businesses,
the tools they use to collect from their customers are
fragmented, and rarely integrated. They are inefficient.
And, they can be expensive to manage, as in the case of
card processing. Banks and software vendors have failed
to solve this problem for businesses, they are generally
left to their own devices.
There is a solution. An integrated mobile wallet for
businesses. By putting the ability to pay inside a mobile
app, then putting the app in the hands of their customers,
small businesses can dramatically alter the equation and
get paid faster. And in turn, gain a mobile strategy and
presence. All while getting paid faster and improving cash
flow. Who would have thought that the ultimate solution
to a business getting paid faster would be to publish a
mobile wallet that pushes the “receivables-challenge”
all the way out to the person paying. Simple.
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WHY COMMUNITY BANKS/CREDIT UNIONS WILL WIN PUBLISHING BUSINESS APPS
Community banks and credit unions will be the winners when it comes to helping small
businesses publish mobile wallets. The credit unions and banks have certain distinct advantages
in this market, and today can offer businesses a competitive mobile capability equal to any
alternative app vendor. And, business mobile wallet apps are payment centric, so this is a
natural extension of the payment services banks and credit unions provide today. The specific
advantages which strengthen the CFI’s position include

– Banks and credit unions understand payments, and mobile wallet apps are payment apps. A CFI knows
payments. When you boil it down, what Starbucks does in its mobile e-wallet app is payment-centric. It is a
payment app. Banks and credit unions are in the payments business, and have a natural strength and inherent
experience in all forms of settlement associated with a mobile wallet.
– The credit unions and banks are already established, trusted local brands. Paying a small business through
an app can be somewhat daunting to a consumer. They want to know if the business can be trusted? Can they
securely enter their personal information into the app? For example, the local movie theater’s wallet will be
endorsed and powered by the trusted and recognized local brand of the bank/credit union, giving instant credibility
and assurance to the small business mobile wallet that consumers need.
– The banks/credit unions already “bank” local businesses. The local financial institution is in a unique position
in that it already banks many local businesses either with lending or deposit products. Offering a mobile wallet
solution that puts the small business on the “virtual map” is an easy adjacent sale for the bank/credit union. It will
bring instant differentiation to its small business offering.
– Mobile Wallet Network Effect. The credit union or bank has the ability to create a large and engaged network
of businesses and consumers. It has access to both. Banks/credit unions can bring together their two constituents,
consumers and businesses, using the mobile wallet solution.
– Low Cost infrastructure. The banks/credit unions can use their technology infrastructure already in place and
simply extend their mobile and Internet banking solutions provide a small business mobile wallet. Technologically,
usually enabled by their technology partners, the banks and credit unions are already in a good position to actually
publish apps for businesses.
– Mobile eWallet Future Direction – Bet both sides. By enabling businesses with mobile wallets, the bank and credit
union can pursue both a business/merchant mobile wallet strategy and eventually a consolidator model
for a mobile wallet as the underlying infrastructure matures.

It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done; it is a far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known.
These timeless ending words of Dickens appropriately apply here at the end of our story as well. We must remain
optimistic. Mobile wallets and the convenience and security they offer are real, if not real today. Businesses of their own
initiative will start to move the ball and progress will follow. A tale of two models will eventually lead to a future of certainty
and progress. While the winning model is unknown right now, one fact is certain. People, real live people, both owners
of businesses and consumers, will win, as mobile wallets become a reality and making a payment is made easier for all.
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